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Answer 4 Questions only

QZ
The chlorination of methane occurs by the following reaction:
CH aCl 2---,CH3CI + HCI
You are asked to determine the product composition if the conversion ofthe limiting reactant
is ,0/o67 and the feed com position in mole percent is:. 40Yo CIIA,50% Clz and l0% N2.

{)1:.
Centrifuges are used to separate particles in the range of 0. 1 to 100 pg in diameter from a
liquid using centrifugal force. Yeast cell s are recovered from a broth (a liquid mixture
containing cells) using a tubular centrifuge (a cylindrical system rotating about a cylindrical
axis). Determine the amount of the cell -free discharge per hour if 1000 L /l't r are fed to the
centrifuge. The feed contains 500 mg cell s/L , and the product stream contains 50 wt %
cell s. Assume that the feed has a density of 1 g/cm3 and that there are no cells in the
broth discharge from the centrifuge.

@
A. Calculate the volume occupied by 88 lb of COz at 15'C and a pressure of 32.2 ft of

water.
Find the kilograms of R per 100 kg of fresh feed.
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is the change in internal energy when l0 kg mole of air are cooled from 60"C to

in a constant volume process?

@.
Ivl.-b.ures represent a relatively new technology for the commercial separation of gases.

One use that has attracted attention is the separation of nitrogen and oxygen from air. Figure

below illustrates a nano porous membrane which is made by coating a very thin layer of
polymer on a porous graphite supporting layer. What is the composition of the waste stream

if the waste stream amounts to 80% of the input stream?
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Good Luck
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